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ABSTRACT 

As a result of potential damage to our national infrastructure due to cyber attacks, a number of cyber-
security bills have been introduced in Congress and a National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyber-
space has been developed by the White House; a component of this strategy is the development of models 
to assess risks due to cyber incidents. A worm attack on a network is one type of attack that is possible. 
The simulation of rare events, such as the occurrence of a catastrophic worm attack, is impractical without 
special simulation techniques. In this paper we present an application of splitting methods to estimate ra-
re-event probabilities associated with the propagation of a worm through a network. We explore the sensi-
tivity of the benefits of splitting methods, as compared to standard simulation, to the rarity of the event 
and the level function used. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Cybersecurity has become a national priority. According to the former counterterrorism czar, Richard A. 
Clarke (2010), our national infrastructure could be severely damaged in 15 minutes by a cyber attack. A 
2011 survey by Unisys Corp. showed that Americans are feeling less secure about Internet security versus 
fall 2010, with an increase by 35 percent in the  Internet Security Index, which was a greater increase by 
far than the other security areas measured (national, financial, and personal) (Jackson 2011). In addition 
to private citizens, the federal government has concerns about Internet security, and legislation to ensure 
more effective methods of securing federal networks has been in discussion since 2010 (Kash 2010).  
There are several versions of proposed cybersecurity legislation being considered, but with a number of 
controversial aspects (e.g., a “kill switch” allowing the President to shut down the Internet during emer-
gencies, and imposition of controls on privately owned infrastructure), it has been said that “chances for 
passage of comprehensive federal cybersecurity legislation appear to be fading” (Jackson 2011). Another 
bill in the House would allow the Department of Defense to conduct clandestine operations in cyberspace 
against another country (Hardy 2011). Although the Obama administration has concerns about this aspect 
of the bill, this is an example where modeling cyber operations to predict the impact would be essential. 
The National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace was developed by the White House in April 
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2011; a component of this strategy is the development of models to assess risks due to cyber incidents 
(The White House 2011). 

A worm attack on an Internet Protocol (IP) network is one type of attack that is possible. Worms are 
“malicious programs that exploit some defect in a computer’s software to implant a copy of the worm, 
and use the newly infected host as a platform to seek and infect other victims” (Nicol 2008). Two major 
classes of worms, scan-based worms, and email worms have frequently attacked computer networks. 
Well-known worms such as Code Red, Code Red II, Slammer, Blaster, and Sasser, were all scan-based 
worms. We focus on modeling scan-based worms in this paper. Scan-based worms spread through com-
puter networks by searching, attacking, and infecting remote computers automatically (Zou et al. 2006).  
Based on the vulnerability of the targeted host, some hosts become infected and others do not. As more 
hosts are infected, the network sees a significant increase in packet volumes due to scanning. Scans can 
be performed either randomly, as was the case in many of the worms mentioned above, or in a preferen-
tial fashion whereby a worm will choose targets close to itself with higher probability than distant targets. 
We focus on random scanning in this paper. 

Because computers involved in a worm attack generate a large number of scanning packets, discrete-
event simulation of such attacks can be difficult due to the demands imposed with generating many 
events. There is a large body of literature that uses traditional epidemic models based on differential equa-
tions to model worms (e.g., Liljenstam et al. 2002; Staniford  et al. 2002; Zou et al. 2002). However, it is 
important to be able to simulate worms, as analytic approaches do not capture the variability that is a fea-
ture of worms.  This paper focuses on estimating the probabilities of rare events pertaining to worm infec-
tions, such as a probability that a high percentage of network nodes become infected. Nicol (2008) de-
scribes efficient hybrid discrete-continuous approaches to simulating worms. However, unlike this paper, 
Nicol does not address estimation of rare-event probabilities related to worms, and does not incorporate 
possible repair of infected host computers. 

In this paper we apply a splitting approach to more efficiently simulate the propagation of the worm 
through a network and estimate rare event probabilities associated with the worm. When evaluating rare 
events, the number of simulation runs required to achieve a reasonable confidence interval can be prohibi-
tively high, requiring use of variance reduction techniques. We report on the use of splitting as compared 
with conventional simulations.  This paper builds on our initial application of splitting to worm simula-
tion modeling in Fischer et al. (2010). In Shortle and Chen (2010) we utilize splitting techniques to ana-
lyze power grid problems. 

In Section 2 we formally define the problem and discuss the worm simulation study. Section 3 pre-
sents our simulation methodology. Section 4 discusses how the splitting technique is applied to this cyber 
problem. The results of our simulation study are presented in Section 5.  Section 6 contains our conclu-
sions and next steps. 

2 PROBLEM DEFINITION 

We model the propagation of a worm through a network. Using the traditional epidemic model notation 
(Hethcote 2000), the possible states for a host computer are assumed to be:  
 

• Susceptible (S) – a host computer that is susceptible to infection; 
• Infectious (I) – a host that is infected and can infect other hosts; 
• Removed (R) – a host that is removed from the infectious populations by repair; a host in 

state R cannot leave it. 
 
Figure 1 depicts the possible states and flows between states that are typically assumed in the SIR model 
for host computers infected by a worm. Susceptible hosts can become infected when scanned by an infec-
tious computer, and then become infectious themselves. Infectious host computers can be repaired, and 
are then removed from the infectious population and cannot become infected again. Our assumption is 
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that only the infectious computers are repaired, although one could also repair and remove the susceptible 
computers if desired. 
 

 

 

Figure 1: SIR state diagram 

Our assumptions on the worm propagation are as follows. We assume that there are N host computers 
in the network, and initially the number of susceptible hosts is S0 < N, due to the susceptibility of some 
operating systems and not others, or patching in advance that may have occurred on some host computers. 
Each infectious host scans with rate λ, and picks a host at random to scan. It might scan a repaired host in 
which case nothing happens, or a susceptible host in which case it becomes infected, or an infected host in 
which case nothing happens. Each infectious host gets repaired with rate μ. All event times are exponen-
tially distributed (see Nicol 2006 for justification), so this is a continuous time Markov chain. The state 
space is defined as X(t) = (R(t), I(t)), where R(t) is the number of repaired hosts at time t, I(t) is the num-
ber of infected hosts at time t, and S(t) ≡ N – R(t) – I(t) is the number of susceptible hosts at time t. Initial-
ly, one host computer is infectious (I(0) = 1). The exponential assumption is not required for the simula-
tion, but it is helpful in checking the simulation against analytical results that can be derived via analysis 
of continuous time Markov chains. 

We are interested in the rare event that x% of the susceptible network nodes become infected (where 
x% could be 100%) before the worm propagation terminates. Effectively, once more than 100-x% of the 
susceptible nodes are removed, the rare event can no longer  occur. Our simulation model estimates the 
expected value and variance of this probability. 

3 SIMULATION METHODOLOGY 

We employ a splitting approach to improve the efficiency of rare-event simulation. Importance sampling 
is another technique used to more efficiency simulate rare events. The basic idea of splitting is to create 
separate copies of the simulation whenever it gets close to the rare event (Figure 2). Effectively, this mul-
tiplies promising runs that are “near” the rare event, thus improving the efficiency of the simulation. 
There are many variations of the basic splitting concept. Here, we apply an implementation presented in 
Shortle et al. (2011) referred to as Optimal Splitting Technique for Rare-Event simulation (OSTRE). Sim-
ilar to the idea of Optimal Computing Budget Allocation (e.g., Chen et al. 2000, 2008, 2010), OSTRE in-
tends to maximize the efficiency of splitting for rare-event simulation. We also investigate an equal-
allocation implementation (e.g., L’Ecuyer et al. 2006). 

Our initial examination in Fischer et al. (2010) focused on simulation of the congestion on a network 
link as a worm spreads attack traffic through the network and an initial simulation of worm propagation 
through a network, both using OSTRE. This paper extends that work by studying the sensitivity of the 
benefit of splitting to the number and location of the levels and also examining equal-allocation splitting. 
 

S I R
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Figure 2: Level splitting 

Figure 2 shows sample paths of the “system level” as a function of time. System level measures proximity 
to the rare event and can be represented as a function from the (possibly multi-dimensional) system state 
to a non-negative real number. Define a “stage-j run” to be a simulation run that starts at level (j-1) and 
proceeds until either hitting level j or returning to level 0. The total number of levels is denoted by m. Let 
Nj be the number of stage-j runs (a decision variable). Let pj be the probability that a stage-j run reaches 
level j (before returning to 0). Let bj be the average computing time to conduct a stage-j run. The objec-
tive is to minimize the variance of the rare-event estimator γ̂  (defined as the product of individual esti-
mators for pj) subject to a computing budget T:  

 

mNNN ,..,, 21

min  Var( γ̂ )      s.t.   b1N1+ b2 N2+ ... + bm Nm = T. 

 
Shortle et al. (2011) give an asymptotically optimal solution (as T→∞) to this computing budget alloca-
tion problem. The result holds under the condition that the success probability of a stage-j run is inde-
pendent of the starting state from level j-1: 
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 The optimal allocation suggests that more replications should be made at stages that (a) are less ex-
pensive to run, and (b) have a lower probability of advancing to the next stage. This can be implemented 
in a sequential manner – after each replication, simulate the stage j with the lowest estimate for  
𝑁𝑗�𝑏𝑗𝑝𝑗/(1 − 𝑝𝑗)  (where Nj is the number of stage-j runs conducted so far in the simulation). This 
method is called Optimal Splitting Technique for Rare-Event simulation (OSTRE).  
 The assumption made to derive this result – namely that the success probability of a stage-j run is in-
dependent of the starting state – does not generally hold for the worm-attack model. This is because the 
probability of reaching a certain number of infected computers depends on both the number of currently 
infected computers (the number in the set I) as well as the number of currently repaired computers (the 
number in the set R). In the special case when the rare event of interest is that all nodes become infected, 
this assumption does hold. This is because the problem state space becomes one dimensional (the number 
in the set I). The number in the set R essentially does not matter since once any computer is repaired (the 
number in R is non-zero), the rare event can no longer occur, so the simulation can terminate at that point. 
All the results in this paper are for this simpler case, so it should be noted that the OSTRE allocation may 
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not work as well when the problem of interest is to determine the probability that x% become infected 
where x% < 100%.  
 When bj = 1 and pj = γ1/m, equal-allocation splitting and optimal splitting are the same (Shortle et al. 
2011). The variance is reduced by a factor m2 γ1-1/m, as compared with standard simulation. This results in 
an optimal approximate number of levels: m = -ln(γ)/2 (e.g., L’Ecuyer et al. 2006).   

4 SIMULATION STUDY DESCRIPTION 

In this section we describe the details of the simulation study. Three simulation methods are compared: 
standard simulation, equal-allocation splitting, and optimal splitting.  
 The simulations are performed in Visual Basic (VB). The linear congruential random number genera-
tor available in VB is not very robust (L’Ecuyer 2001). Instead of that VB generator, the random number 
generator package with multiple streams described in L’Ecuyer (2001) and L’Ecuyer et al. (2002) is im-
plemented in VB and used for this simulation study. 

The rare-event set is defined as K = {(r, i) such that i ≥ a, where a ≤ S0}, and S0 is the initial number 
of susceptible nodes. We define the level function h(r, i) = i. The rare event probability we wish to esti-
mate is γ = Pr{h(X(t)) ≥ a before h(X(t)) = 0}. For the case of a = S0, which is the primary focus in this 
paper, the system can never reach the rare event once a single susceptible node is repaired (r > 0). 

In the level-splitting implementations, initially five intermediate levels are used, where the levels are 
evenly spaced on (0, S0). The sensitivity of the benefits of splitting methods as compared to standard sim-
ulation to the rarity of the event is first explored by varying the repair rate, μ. 

Secondly, optimally selecting the number and location of levels based on the theory provided in Sec-
tion 3 is investigated. The number of levels is selected equal to m = -ln(γ)/2, and the location of the levels 
is selected so that the probability of each level was approximately equal to e-2.  

To assist in this, we can formulate the model as a continuous time Markov chain, since all event times 
are exponentially distributed. The continuous time Markov chain can be used to obtain the rare event 
probability of interest (γ) directly. However, as analytic approaches do not capture the variability that is a 
feature of worms, we use the Markov chain to facilitate in the selection of the optimal number and loca-
tion of levels for the simulation. The continuous time Markov chain is used to quickly obtain estimates of  
the probability of i infected before returning to zero infected given that i-1 was infected, for all i = 1, 2, 
…, S0. That is, qi = Pr{h(X(t)) ≥ i before h(X(t)) = 0) | h(X(t)) ≥ i-1 before h(X(t)) = 0)}, for all i = 1, 2, …, 
S0. These probabilities were computed before simulating the system. These are similar to the pj (the prob-
ability that a stage-j run reaches level j before returning to 0), but are the probabilities for each of the i = 
1, 2, …, S0 rather than the probabilities for the levels. Alternatively, these estimates could be obtained 
with initial simulation runs, but the analytic model can be run more quickly. The product of these qi 
across all i gives an estimate of γ, which is used to compute the optimal number of levels (-ln(γ)/2). Then, 
the qi are used to determine the location of the levels so that the probabilities of each of the levels is ap-
proximately e-2. The simulation is then run using these specifications. 

The following parameter values are used in these experiments: 
 
• Number of host computers in the network N = 100 
• Initial number of susceptible hosts S0 = 75 
• Worm scan rate λ = .1 
• Repair rate is varied: μ = .0005, .00275, and .005 
• Twenty replications of runs of five minutes each are performed.   

5 SIMULATION RESULTS 

Simulation results using five levels that are evenly spaced on (0, S0) are shown in Table 1 for each of the 
three simulation methods and repair rates. The measures of interest are the sample mean, sample variance, 
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and relative error of the rare-event probability estimator γ̂ . The relative error is the sample standard de-
viation of the estimator divided by its sample mean. The simulation results in Table 1 for the estimated 
gamma were found to be consistent with the Markov chain results.  Table 1 shows that for the cases of µ 
= .005 and .00275, where the probability that all hosts become infected is rare, both splitting methods re-
sult in a much lower estimate for the variance of the rare event probability than standard simulation. In 
fact, for µ = .005, there are no observations of the rare event with standard simulation. For µ = .0005, the 
probability that all hosts become infected is much less rare (about .1), and splitting is less beneficial as 
compared to standard simulation. Figures 3 and 4 display these results graphically for µ = .00275, where 
the much smaller variance with splitting is evident as well as the resulting narrower confidence intervals. 
These confidence intervals are approximate, as they are based on the normal distribution, which may not 
apply to rare events. 

 

Table 1: Simulation estimates with levels evenly spaced on (0, S0). 

µ 

Standard Simulation Equal-Allocation Splitting Optimal Level Splitting 

Sample 
Mean 

Sample 
Var 

Relative 
Error 

Sample 
Mean 

Sample 
Var 

Relative 
Error 

Sample 
Mean 

Sample 
Var 

Relative 
Error 

0.0005 1.05E-01 8.76E-06 2.81E-02 1.04E-01 1.97E-06 1.35E-02 1.05E-01 3.95E-06 1.90E-02 
0.00275 2.91E-05 1.12E-09 1.15E+00 3.16E-05 6.78E-11 2.60E-01 3.40E-05 2.00E-11 1.32E-01 

0.005 No Observations 4.98E-08 1.98E-15 8.95E-01 4.99E-08 7.22E-16 5.39E-01 
 
 

 
Figure 3: Variance of probability that all susceptible nodes get infected, µ=.00275 
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Figure 4: Probability that all susceptible nodes get infected, µ=.00275  

Figure 5 shows the allocation of runs to each of the levels for the three methods. Optimal level split-
ting results in a much greater allocation of the runs to the highest simulation level closest to the rare 
event, as it essentially multiplies promising runs that are more likely to reach the rare event. 

 

  
Figure 5: Run allocation, µ=.00275 

Next, selecting the number and location of levels based on the theory provided in Section 3 is investi-
gated. We use the continuous time Markov chain model to obtain initial estimates of the rare event proba-
bility and optimal number of levels. The estimate of the probability that all S0 nodes get infected from the 
analytic model is used to compute the optimal number of levels, m, as seen in Table 2. Scenarios where 
the event of  interest is more rare optimally would have a greater number of levels. Figure 6 shows the qi 
for i = 1, 2, … S0 (solid lines) for each of the three repair rates that we studied. The locations of the levels 
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chosen so that the probability of each level (determined by taking the product of the qi up to potential lev-
el boundaries) is close to e-2 is displayed with the dashed lines in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the differences 
in the probabilities of the levels in the two configurations, for the µ=.00275 case. Figure 8 shows that the 
benefits of splitting are greatly increased when the levels are chosen so that the probabilities of the levels 
are close to e-2 for the µ=.00275 case. Figure 9, for the case of µ=.005, also shows that the splitting is 
more beneficial when the levels are more carefully chosen so that the probabilities of the levels are close 
to e-2. In either method of selecting the levels, however, using splitting is more efficient than standard 
simulation. 

 

Table 2. Optimal number of levels. 

µ 
Optimal Number 

of Levels 
0.0005 1 

0.00275 5 
0.005 8 

 
 

 
Figure 6: qi for i = 1, …, S0, from continuous time Markov chain 
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Figure 7: Probabilities pj that a run reaches level j (before returning to 0), µ = .00275 

 
 

 
Figure 8: Sample variance of rare event probability with different level locations, µ=.00275  
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Figure 9: Sample variance of rare event probability with different level locations, µ=.005 

6 CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS 

Cyber attacks are of increasing national concern. In this paper we have applied two splitting simulation 
methods — equal-allocation and optimal splitting —to evaluate the propagation of a worm in a network 
during a cyber attack. The rare event that all susceptible host computers become infected was estimated. 
Both splitting methods are more efficient than standard simulation at estimating rare event probabilities, 
although the optimal splitting method (OSTRE) is superior to equal-allocation splitting in all cases inves-
tigated. Methods of selecting the levels were investigated. When analytics (continuous time Markov 
chain) can be employed to get estimates of the number of hosts infected, that provides a method of easily 
selecting the best level locations resulting in a low variance estimator of the rare event.  
 Future work will also explore the efficiency of alternate level functions when simulating worms. Ad-
ditional research on the use of the Markov chain approach for worm attack modeling, for instance to 
compute additional measures of interest, will be explored. Lastly, incorporation of a network topology 
that will enable modeling other types of worms utilizing preferential rather than random scanning will be 
investigated.  
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